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The path to SASE can start from anywhere, depending 
on whether your greatest need is securing user access 
or protecting data. You can add capabilities as your 
requirements grow. 

What to Look for in Data-First SASE

What Makes Forcepoint SASE Di�erent

Supercharging
SASE

DATA
Putting data-first in SASE goes beyond 
only focusing on continuously protecting 
how data is used. With data-first SASE, 
your people can work at home or another 
site and feel safe, protected by the same 
security policies. 

Source

1 ESG Research Insights Report, Quantifying the Benefits of SASE, March 2021

In the remote work era, your data is everywhere and your people are working from 
anywhere. A data-first SASE platform continuously protects anywhere workers 
and critical information, without getting in the way of productivity.

Read the whitepaper 

64% of enterprises 
say network 
security is more 
di�cult today1 

53% of employees 
work remotely, up 
from 20% prior to 
COVID1

88% of SASE users 
are confident they 
have visibility to all 
cloud usage in the 
enterprise1

Takeaway: Organizations with SASE approaches are 
better prepared to support a distributed workforce.  

73% of mature 
SASE users will 
eliminate VPNs1

64% 53%

73%88%

Protect
Protect “anywhere workers” who have the freedom to work 
from any location and at any time.1.
Control
Control access to cloud and private apps without VPNs, under 
the full visibility and control of your business.2.
Safeguard
Safeguard critical data and intellectual property from 
inappropriately going to the cloud, web, or personal accounts. 3.
Connect and Protect
Connect and protect branch o�ces without the costs or 
complexities of private MPLS lines or backhauling tra�c to HQ. 4.
Continuously Monitor
Continuously monitor user risk to understand people’s 
behaviors that are creating risk, which could become breaches.5.

DATA PROTECTION:
a single set of security policies 
consistently enforce DLP from 
the endpoint to the cloud

THREAT PROTECTION:
edge protection with deep content 

inspection, advanced malware 
detection, and RBI to protect 

against external attackers

APPLICATION SECURITY: 
visibility and control into data 
center and cloud applications, 
devices, and shadow IT resources

NETWORK SECURITY: 
cloud and appliance-based 

firewalls, SD-WAN, and web proxy 
services provide access to resources 
and connect branch o�ces, without 

requiring hardware or VPNs

2. Unified agents. Eliminate agent sprawl 
with a single piece of software to deploy 
and maintain for access, enforcement, 
and monitoring.

3. Flexible deployment.  Deliver e�cient, safe 
access to web, cloud, and private resources,  
from anywhere. 

4. Risk-adaptive policy enforcement. 
Personalizes security based on 
understanding risk and people’s behavior 
while using data and apps. 

SASE Platform
› Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
› SSL + RBI + Sandbox
› Web + CASB + ZTNA
› NGFW + IPS
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1.  Unified data security policies. Write data 
security policies once and enforce 
everywhere from the endpoint to the cloud.

SASE
(Secure Access Service Edge)
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